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servicemen died, and the United States was propelled into World War II.
In a compelling, easy-to-read narrative, children will learn all about a
pivotal moment in American history.
The Attack on Pearl Harbor Mar 28 2020 "Describes the attack on Pearl
Harbor on December 7, 1941, as Japanese forces surprised Americans at
the U.S. military base, and explains the significance of the attack today.
The reader's choices reveal the historical details from the perspective of
a Japanese pilot, a U.S. sailor, and an American nurse"--Provided by
publisher.
Pearl Harbor Jun 18 2019 A historical novel set against the backdrop of
Pearl Harbor and the beginning of World War II examines the events,
decision-making processes, and strategies that led to the Japanese attack
on Hawaii from a Japanese perspective, focusing on the role of Admiral
Isoruku Yamamoto and two of his officers as they plan and carry out the
raid. Reprint. 125,000 first printing.
December 7, 1941 Oct 15 2021 A minute-by-minute account of the
morning that brought America into World War II, by the New York
Times–bestselling authors of At Dawn We Slept. When dawn broke over
Hawaii on December 7, 1941, no one suspected that America was only
minutes from war. By nightfall, the naval base at Pearl Harbor was a
smoldering ruin, and over 2,000 Americans lay dead. December 7, 1941
gives a detailed and immersive real-time account of that fateful morning.
In or out of uniform, every witness responded differently when the first
Japanese bombs began to fall. A chaplain fled his post and spent a week
in hiding, while mess hall workers seized a machine gun and began
returning fire. Some officers were taken unawares, while others
responded valiantly, rallying their men to fight back and in some cases
sacrificing their lives. Built around eyewitness accounts, this book
provides an unprecedented glimpse of how it felt to be at Pearl Harbor
on the day that would live in infamy.
Pearl Harbor Oct 27 2022 This account of the Pearl Harbor attack
denies that the lack of preparation resulted from military negligence or a
political plot
Pearl Harbor 1941 Dec 25 2019 December 7, 1941 was one of the
single most decisive days of World War II the day that brought the USA
into the fight. Six Japanese aircraft carriers disgorged their full
complements in two waves on the superior US Pacific Fleet as it lay
slumbering in Pearl Harbor. Depending on opposing viewpoints, the
attack was either a brilliant maneuver of audacious strategy, or a piece
of unparalleled villainy and deception by a supposedly friendly power.
This revised edition, containing the latest research on the events of
December 7, 1941, reveals several previously unknown aspects of the
attack and dispels key myths that have been built up around the fateful
day a day, Franklin Delano Roosevelt declared, that would "live in
infamy".
Pearl Harbor Dec 17 2021 Offers young readers a guide to the events
that led to the bombing of Pearl Harbor and the episodes that followed as
a result of it.
Pearl Harbor Jan 26 2020 Hawaii, 7th December 1941, shortly before 8
in the morning: Japanese torpedo bombers launch a surprise attack on
the US Pacific fleet anchored in Pearl Harbor. The devastating attack

Pearl Harbor Amazing Facts Aug 01 2020 Unique collection of odd,
unusual, strange, interesting facts, and little-known items, vignettes,
anecdotes, related to the Pearl Harbor attack. Includes 40 warnings,
clues, hints. The most comprehensive collection ever of such material.
Entertaining and educational.
Pearl Harbor May 22 2022 “A valuable reexamination” (Booklist, starred
review) of the event that changed twentieth-century America—Pearl
Harbor—based on years of research and new information uncovered by a
New York Times bestselling author. The America we live in today was
born, not on July 4, 1776, but on December 7, 1941, when an armada of
354 Japanese warplanes supported by aircraft carriers, destroyers, and
midget submarines suddenly and savagely attacked the United States,
killing 2,403 men—and forced America’s entry into World War II. Pearl
Harbor: From Infamy to Greatness follows the sailors, soldiers, pilots,
diplomats, admirals, generals, emperor, and president as they engineer,
fight, and react to this stunningly dramatic moment in world history.
Beginning in 1914, bestselling author Craig Nelson maps the road to
war, when Franklin D. Roosevelt, then the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy, attended the laying of the keel of the USS Arizona at the Brooklyn
Navy Yard. Writing with vivid intimacy, Nelson traces Japan’s leaders as
they lurch into ultranationalist fascism, which culminates in their scheme
to terrify America with one of the boldest attacks ever waged. Within
seconds, the country would never be the same. Backed by a research
team’s five years of work, as well as Nelson’s thorough re-examination of
the original evidence assembled by federal investigators, this pageturning and definitive work “weaves archival research, interviews, and
personal experiences from both sides into a blow-by-blow narrative of
destruction liberally sprinkled with individual heroism, bizarre escapes,
and equally bizarre tragedies” (Kirkus Reviews). Nelson delivers all the
terror, chaos, violence, tragedy, and heroism of the attack in stunning
detail, and offers surprising conclusions about the tragedy’s unforeseen
and resonant consequences that linger even today.
Target Apr 09 2021 Target: Pearl Harbor takes a fresh look at the air
raid that plunged America into World War II by scrutinizing the decisions
and attitudes that prompted the attack and left the United States
unprepared to mount a successful defense. The core of the book
concerns the events of December 7, 1941, as seen through the eyes of
participants, both American and Japanese, military and civilian. The
author's use of contemporary documents and interviews with survivors
has enabled him to present a vivid and evocative picture of that day.
Pearl Harbor Aug 21 2019 Traces the rise of Japan as a military power
and the emergence of the United States as a world superpower that
found itself drawn into World War II after the attack on Pearl Harbor.
Remember Pearl Harbor Feb 19 2022 Gives accounts by American and
Japanese survivors of The Pearl Harbor attack on December 7, 1941.
Pearl Harbor Attack Feb 25 2020
What Was Pearl Harbor? Sep 26 2022 A terrifying attack! On December
7, 1941, Japanese war planes appeared out of nowhere to bomb the
American base at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii. It was a highly secretive and
devastating attack: four battleships sunk, more than two thousand
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claims the lives of over 2,400 American soldiers, sinks or damages 18
ships and destroys nearly 350 aircraft. The US Congress declares war on
Japan the following day. In this vivid and lively book, Takuma Melber
breathes new life into the dramatic events that unfolded before, during
and after Pearl Harbor by putting the perspective of the Japanese
attackers at the centre of his account. This is the dimension commonly
missing in most other histories of Pearl Harbor, and it gives Melber the
opportunity to provide a fuller, more definitive and authoritative account
of the battle, its background and its consequences. Melber sheds new
light on the long negotiations that went on between the Japanese and
Americans in 1941, and the confusion and argument among the Japanese
political and military elite. He shows how US intelligence and military
leaders in Washington failed to interpret correctly the information they
had and to draw the necessary conclusions about the Japanese war
intentions in advance of the attack. His account of the battle itself is
informed by the latest research and benefits from including the planning
and post-raid assessment by the Japanese commanders. His account also
covers the second raid in March 1942 by two long-range seaplanes which
was intended to destroy the shipyards so that ships damaged in the
initial attack could not be repaired. This balanced and thoroughly
researched book deepens our understanding of the battle that
precipitated America’s entry into the war and it will appeal to anyone
interested in World War II and military history.
Pearl Harbor Aug 25 2022 “A valuable reexamination” (Booklist, starred
review) of the event that changed twentieth-century America—Pearl
Harbor—based on years of research and new information uncovered by a
New York Times bestselling author. The America we live in today was
born, not on July 4, 1776, but on December 7, 1941, when an armada of
354 Japanese warplanes supported by aircraft carriers, destroyers, and
midget submarines suddenly and savagely attacked the United States,
killing 2,403 men—and forced America’s entry into World War II. Pearl
Harbor: From Infamy to Greatness follows the sailors, soldiers, pilots,
diplomats, admirals, generals, emperor, and president as they engineer,
fight, and react to this stunningly dramatic moment in world history.
Beginning in 1914, bestselling author Craig Nelson maps the road to
war, when Franklin D. Roosevelt, then the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy, attended the laying of the keel of the USS Arizona at the Brooklyn
Navy Yard. Writing with vivid intimacy, Nelson traces Japan’s leaders as
they lurch into ultranationalist fascism, which culminates in their scheme
to terrify America with one of the boldest attacks ever waged. Within
seconds, the country would never be the same. Backed by a research
team’s five years of work, as well as Nelson’s thorough re-examination of
the original evidence assembled by federal investigators, this pageturning and definitive work “weaves archival research, interviews, and
personal experiences from both sides into a blow-by-blow narrative of
destruction liberally sprinkled with individual heroism, bizarre escapes,
and equally bizarre tragedies” (Kirkus Reviews). Nelson delivers all the
terror, chaos, violence, tragedy, and heroism of the attack in stunning
detail, and offers surprising conclusions about the tragedy’s unforeseen
and resonant consequences that linger even today.
Attack on Pearl Harbor Oct 23 2019 This time Ranger, the time-travelling
Golden retriever, finds himself transported to the deck of the USS
Arizona on December 7, 1941, where he rescues the young sailor Ben
Hansen who is badly burned when the ship explodes--and there is a
Japanese-American boy and girl in a rowboat who also need his help to
find their father amid the chaos of the attack.
Pearl Harbor Survivors Jun 11 2021 On December 7, 1941, Japan waged
a surprise attack on the United States Naval Base at Pearl Harbor. It was
a major victory for the Japanese Navy, which in less than two hours
destroyed 188 American planes, damaged another 159, and sunk or
seriously damaged 18 U.S. warships. The battleships Arizona and
Oklahoma were sunk. The battleships California, West Virginia and
Tennessee were badly damaged and would not rejoin the United States
fleet for months. Over 2,400 American military personnel were killed and
1,178 were wounded. The Japanese lost 29 planes and pilots, five midget
submarines and one large sub with their crews. Here are 24 personal
accounts of servicemen who survived the attack on Pearl Harbor. These
accounts cover in detail the location of each man and his experience
during and after the actual attack. Also included is general information
about Pearl Harbor.
Pearl Harbor May 30 2020 This beautiful guide includes maps, photos,
history, profiles, and statistics that bring to life the events and people
surrounding the attack on Pearl Harbor. Sections about the USS Arizona
Memorial, the USS Missouri Memorial, and the USS Bowfin include
hours of operation and fees.
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A Date Which Will Live Mar 08 2021 How Pearl Harbor has been written
about, thought of, and manipulated in American culture.
History Smashers: Pearl Harbor Jan 18 2022 Myths! Lies! Secrets!
Uncover the hidden truth behind the infamous Pearl Harbor attack with
beloved educator/author Kate Messner. The fun mix of sidebars,
illustrations, photos, and graphic panels make this perfect for fans of I
Survived! and Nathan Hale's Hazardous Tales. On December 7, 1941, the
Japanese launched a completely unpredictable attack on the U.S. Navy
base at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Right? Well, that's not quite the real deal.
Some military experts had suggested that Pearl Harbor was a likely
target. There were other warning signs, too, but nobody paid much
attention. From the first wave of the Japanese bombers to the United
States' internment of thousands of Japanese Americans, acclaimed
author Kate Messner smashes history by exploring the little-known
truths behind the story of Pearl Harbor and its aftermath. Don't miss
History Smashers: The Mayflower and Women's Right to Vote
To Wake the Giant Nov 16 2021 The New York Times bestselling master
of military historical fiction tells the story of Pearl Harbor as only he can
in the first novel of a gripping new series set in World War II’s Pacific
theater. In 1941, President Franklin D. Roosevelt watches uneasily as the
world heads rapidly down a dangerous path. The Japanese have waged
an aggressive campaign against China, and they now begin to expand
their ambitions to other parts of Asia. As their expansion efforts grow
bolder, their enemies know that Japan’s ultimate goal is total conquest
over the region, especially when the Japanese align themselves with
Hitler’s Germany and Mussolini’s Italy, who wage their own war of
conquest across Europe. Meanwhile, the British stand nearly alone
against Hitler, and there is pressure in Washington to transfer America’s
powerful fleet of warships from Hawaii to the Atlantic to join the fight
against German U-boats that are devastating shipping. But despite deep
concerns about weakening the Pacific fleet, no one believes that the main
base at Pearl Harbor is under any real threat. Told through the eyes of
widely diverse characters, this story looks at all sides of the drama and
puts the reader squarely in the middle. In Washington, Secretary of State
Cordell Hull must balance his own concerns between President Roosevelt
and the Japanese ambassador, Kichisaburo Nomura, who is little more
than a puppet of his own government. In Japan, Admiral Isoroku
Yamamoto wins skeptical approval for his outrageous plans in the
Pacific, yet he understands more than anyone that an attack on Pearl
Harbor will start a war that Japan cannot win. In Hawaii, Commander
Joseph Rochefort’s job as an accomplished intelligence officer is to
decode radio signals and detect the location of the Japanese fleet, but
when the airwaves suddenly go silent, no one has any idea why. And from
a small Depression-ravaged town, nineteen-year-old Tommy Biggs sees
the Navy as his chance to escape and happily accepts his assignment,
every sailor’s dream: the battleship USS Arizona. With you-are-there
immediacy, Shaara opens up the mysteries of just how Japan—a small,
deeply militarist nation—could launch one of history’s most devastating
surprise attacks. In this story of innocence, heroism, sacrifice, and
unfathomable blindness, Shaara’s gift for storytelling uses these familiar
wartime themes to shine a light on the personal, the painful, the tragic,
and the thrilling—and on a crucial part of history we must never forget.
Countdown to Pearl Harbor Dec 05 2020 "A Pulitzer Prize-winning
reporter chronicles the 12 days leading up to the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor, examining the miscommunications, clues, missteps and
racist assumptions that may have been behind America's failure to
safeguard against the tragedy, "--NoveList.
Revenge of the Dreadnoughts Sep 21 2019 Avenging Pearl Harbor takes
readers from the attack on Pearl Harbor, telling the story of the severe
damage dealt to the Maryland, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, California,
and Tennessee (five of the eight dreadnoughts that had been sunk at
Pearl Harbor) and the incredible acts of courage performed by the sailors
of each crew that morning. It continues with how each ship was raised
and repaired--Herculean in scope--and the mustering of new
commanders, officers and crewmen. And it details the final drama of
their revenge three years later as each of the five ships returns
triumphantly to the battle fleet, and their ultimate triumph at the battle
of Surigao Strait.
Attack on Pearl Harbor Jul 12 2021 Describes the day Japan bombed
Pearl Harbor, using eyewitness accounts to tell the true story.
The Bombing of Pearl Harbor, 1941 Aug 13 2021 Visiting his favorite
Hawaiian beach when Japanese forces suddenly attack Pearl Harbor, 11year-old Danny Crane struggles through the smoke, destruction and
chaos to make his way back home. By the author of Emma-Jean Lazarus
Fell Out of a Tree. Simultaneous.
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Slept is the unparalleled and exhaustive account of the Japanese
bombing of Pearl Harbor. It is widely regarded as the definitive
assessment of the events surrounding one of the most daring and
brilliant naval operations of all time. Through extensive research and
interviews with American and Japanese leaders, Gordon W. Prange has
written a remarkable historical account of the assault that-sixty years
later-America cannot forget. "The reader is bound to feel its power....It is
impossible to forget such an account." —The New York Times Book
Review "At Dawn We Slept is the definitive account of Pearl Harbor."
—Chicago Sun-Times
Pearl Harbor Jun 30 2020 Provides photographs and text describing the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and the aftermath of that attack.
Pearl Harbor Mar 20 2022
Pearl Harbor Oct 03 2020 President Franklin D. Roosevelt called
December 7, 1941, "a date which will live in infamy." Early that morning
hundreds of Japanese fighter planes unexpectedly attacked the U.S.
naval base at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. More than 2,000 Americans were
killed and the battleships of the Pacific Fleet lay in ruins. The brutal
attack launched the United States into war, a conflict that engulfed the
world.
Pearl Harbor An Illustrated History Jul 24 2022 Explores the causes and
effects of the battle and provides first-hand accounts from the people
who were there, including Japanese and Americans, military and civilian.
Hawaii Under the Rising Sun Sep 02 2020 “This lively, provocative
study challenges the widely held belief that the Japanese did not intend
to invade the Hawaiian Islands.” —Choice “A disquieting book, which
shatters several historical illusions that have almost come to be accepted
as facts. It will remind historians how complex and ambiguous history
really is.” —American Historical Review
Pearl Harbor May 10 2021 The New York Times–bestselling authors of
Miracle at Midway delve into the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor during
WWII in “a superb work of history” (Albuquerque Journal Magazine). In
the predawn hours of December 7, 1941, a Japanese carrier group sailed
toward Hawaii. A few minutes before 8:00 a.m., they received the order
to rain death on the American base at Pearl Harbor, sinking dozens of
ships, destroying hundreds of airplanes, and taking the lives of over two
thousand servicemen. The carnage lasted only two hours, but more than
seventy years later, terrible questions remain unanswered. How did the
Japanese slip past the American radar? Why were the Hawaiian defense
forces so woefully underprepared? What, if anything, did American
intelligence know before the first Japanese pilot shouted “Tora! Tora!
Tora!”? In this incomparable volume, Pearl Harbor experts Gordon W.
Prange, Donald M. Goldstein, and Katherine V. Dillon tackle dozens of
thorny issues in an attempt to determine who was at fault for one of the
most shocking military disasters in history.
Sunday in Hell Feb 07 2021 The author of A Return to Glory constructs
a compellingly detailed and panoramic history of the fateful day that
ushered the United States into WWII. Using long-established historical
records and contemporary journals, as well as recently released wartime
documents, Bill McWilliams has created a brand-new minute-by-minute
narrative of the Day That Will Live in Infamy. Told from the points of
view of dozens of characters, from generals and admirals and politicians
and diplomats down to deckhands and private soldiers and innocent
civilians at all levels, this panoramic overview of one of the most
traumatizing and shocking events in American history puts the reader in
a position to understand the big picture of strategy and tactics, as well as
the intimate details of what the chaos, violence, and presence of death
felt like to people immersed in the surprise of an armed attack on
American soil. December 7, 1941, was a turning point in the history of
the United States, which had been teetering on a decision between
isolationism and intervention. One might argue that every US military
engagement since then has been affected by what happened when
America learned that it could not stand by and watch war among
strangers without potentially becoming involved—whether we wished to
or not.
Pearl Harbor Ghosts Jun 23 2022 A landmark book published to rave
reviews a decade ago, Pearl Harbor Ghosts has now been updated to
commemorate the 60th anniversary of the surprise attack that forever
changed the course of history. Full of gripping drama and vibrant details,
here is the intimate human story of the events surrounding that fateful
day of December 7, 1941–the glamorous tropical city that seemed too
beautiful to suffer devastation . . . the stunned naval personnel whose
lives would permanently be divided into before and after Pearl Harbor . .
. the ordinary Honolulu residents who were tragically unprepared to be
the first target in the Pacific war . . . the Japanese pilots who manned the

Air Raid--Pearl Harbor! Apr 28 2020 Examines from both the American
and Japanese points of view the political and military events leading up
to the attack on Pearl Harbor and provides compelling insight into the
motives and operations of the brave men and women swept up in the
fight. Reissue.
The New Pearl Harbor Revisited Jan 06 2021 "In 2004, David Ray Griffin
published The New Pearl Harbor: Disturbing Questions about the Bush
Administration and 9/11. Translated into several languages, it helped
spark a worldwide movement demanding "9/11 truth." Even as it became
increasingly outdated, it continued to be widely cited as the best
introduction to the issues." "Griffin has now written The New Pearl
Harbor Revisited, which provides a chapter-by-chapter updating of the
information provided in that earlier book. It shows that the case against
the official account constructed by independent researchers - who now
include architects, engineers, physicists, pilots, politicians, and former
military officers - is far stronger than it was in 2004, leaving no doubt
that 9/11 was a false-flag operation, designed to give the Bush-Cheney
administration a pretext to attack oil-rich Muslim nations." "Taken
together, these two books provide everything one needs to make an
informed decision about 9/11 - whether one is a journalist, a political
leader, a religious leader, or an ordinary citizen concerned about truth,
democracy, and the rule of law."--BOOK JACKET.
The Way it was Nov 04 2020 A photographic history of the "Day of
Infamy" - gathered from both U.S. and Japanese sources.
Cultures of War: Pearl Harbor / Hiroshima / 9-11 / Iraq Nov 23 2019 A
Pulitzer Prize-winning historian presents a comparative analysis of
September 11 and the subsequent War on Terror with Pearl Harbor and
World War II, addressing institutional failures of intelligence and
imagination and the driving forces behind Pan-Asian and Pan-Islam
movements. Reprint. A National Book Award Finalist.
Pearl Harbor Betrayed Jul 20 2019 A naval historian draws on newly
revealed primary documents to shed light on the tragic errors that led to
the devastating attack, Washington's role, and the man who took the fall
for the Japanese tactical victory. Michael Gannon begins his authoritative
account of the "impossible to forget" attack with the essential
background story of Japan's imperialist mission and the United States'
uncertain responses--especially two lost chances of delaying the
inevitable attack until the military was prepared to defend Pearl Harbor.
Gannon disproves two Pearl Harbor legends: first, that there was a
conspiracy to withhold intelligence from the Pacific Commander in order
to force a Pacific war, and second, that Admiral Kimmel was informed
but failed to act. Instead, Gannon points to two critical factors ignored by
others: that information about the attack gleaned from the "Magic" code
intercepts was not sent to Admiral Kimmel, and that there was no
possibility that Kimmel could have defended Pearl Harbor because the
Japanese were militarily far superior to the American forces in December
of 1941. Gannon has divided the story into three parts: the background,
eyewitness accounts of the stunning Japanese tactical victory, and the
aftermath, which focuses on the Commander, who was blamed for the
biggest military disaster in American history. Pearl Harbor Betrayed
sheds new light on a crucial and infamous moment in history.
Attack on Pearl Harbor Sep 14 2021 ÒNothing previously published
has offered such a close examination of Japanese strategy . . . an in-depth
study of the Japanese planning, preparation and execution of the attack
with particular focus on factors not thoroughly considered by other
historians, if at all . . . detailed analyses that lead to a much better
understanding of what the Japanese did, why they did it, and especially
how the attack was very nearly an abject failure instead of a stunning
success."ÑNaval Institute Proceedings "For seven decades, conventional
wisdom has extolled the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor as brilliant in
its planning and execution . . . this masterful analysis topples that pillar
of Pacific War history . . . with its amazing depth of meticulous research
and analysis, this forceful book is essential reading for anyone with a
serious interest in Pearl Harbor."ÑWorld War II "The first militarily
professional description of the Pearl Harbor attack, and for those who
are serious about military history and operations, it is a joy to read. . . . a
superb military analysis of the attack . . . not only renders all other
histories of Pearl Harbor obsolete, it has set the bar high for other
histories of the Pacific War."ÑWar In History
At Dawn We Slept Apr 21 2022 Revisit the definitive book on Pearl
Harbor in advance of the 78th anniversary (December 7, 2019) of the
"date which will live in infamy" At 7:53 a.m., December 7, 1941,
America's national consciousness and confidence were rocked as the first
wave of Japanese warplanes took aim at the U.S. Naval fleet stationed at
Pearl Harbor. As intense and absorbing as a suspense novel, At Dawn We
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squadron of deadly silver bombers . . . and the island’s community of
Japanese-Americans whose lives would never be the same again.
Blending meticulous historic recreation with lively reporting, Clarke
counterpoints the freeze-frame nightmare of the 1941 bombing with the
disturbing realities of present-day Honolulu, where hundreds of veterans,
both American and Japanese, converge each year to relive every hour of
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the attack. Wealthy Waikiki landowners and native Hawaiian farmers,
admirals and nurses, Navy wives and government officials–all take their
part in Clarke’s rich tapestry of memory and insight. In the end, Pearl
Harbor emerges as a trauma that spread from Oahu to engulf the nation
and the world–an event that continues to reverberate in the lives of all
who experienced it.
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